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Practitioner iOS and Android mobile app updates coming September 15th 

Our September update offers new features and an improved user experience:

• Label your group conversations

• Easier to mark Favorite contacts

• Simpler to select a recipient when Forwarding a conversation

• Read receipt improvements for group conversations

• Delete multiple conversations quickly

• iOS new message count red badges are always accurate

• Enhanced Lightning Bolt on-call schedule integration

• Additional deep link support for mobile app integrations

• New user onboarding guide
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Label Your Group Conversations

PerfectServe supports collaborative messaging with more than one person in group conversations. Busy 
practitioners often have multiple group conversations active simultaneously. Previously, it could be 
challenging to find the right group thread in the conversation list.

Now, practitioners can opt to assign a label to group discussions like “Partners” or “Blue Team” to make it 
easier to find in their inbox. If a user previously created a saved group of contacts, the name of the contact 
group will be automatically assigned as the conversation label. Note that these labels are personal to the 
individual user and are not visible to other participants in the conversation.

Additionally, when directory Distribution Lists are activated, the resulting message thread will be labeled with 
the name of the Distribution List. 
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Favorite Contacts

Favorite Contacts enable Practitioners to save time communicating with their most frequently messaged 
colleagues. While this feature has been available for many years, some providers found it difficult to use.

Now, it’s much easier to identify your Favorite Contacts. Simply tap the STAR icon next to the name of the 
person or group. 

To view and contact a Favorite, select the Favorites filter.
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Forwarding a Conversation

To enable collaborative patient care, Practitioners can forward a conversation thread to one or more 
colleagues and add optional comments. This feature is available in earlier versions of the app, but now it’s 
easier to select your recipient(s) for the forwarded conversation.

Previously, the contacts search box was below the TO: field of selected recipients. Now, users can search 
directly in the TO: field.
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Read Receipts in Group Conversations

Now practitioners can see at a glance if their message has been read by colleagues in a group discussion. 

When viewing a conversation thread, users will see how many participants have read their message.

Additionally, they can tap the read receipt to view individual recipient details.
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Delete Multiple Conversations

To help busy practitioners manage their inbox, users can now easily select all their conversation threads and 
delete them in bulk.
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iOS New Message Badge

Apple device users will be familiar with the red “badge” icons indicating the number of unread messages in 
their application. Prior to this release, the Practitioner application would update the badge when a new 
message was received, but it would always not persistently show the badge . With this update, Practitioner 
will always display an accurate new message count with the red badge.
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Lightning Bolt On-call Schedules

PerfectServe’s core communication platform enables you to input your on-call schedules which are then 
incorporated into PerfectServe’s Dynamic Intelligent Routing to make sure your communications always reach 
the right clinician.

Our Lightning Bolt provider scheduling module generates optimized schedules that consider different 
clinicians’ productivity and specialization as well as availability and preferences. (Note that Lightning Bolt 
Provider Scheduling is an optional module, and this feature may not be activated in your account. For more 
information, please contact your PerfectServe representative.)

You can view your on-call schedules in your Practitioner mobile app. If that particular schedule is generated 
by Lightning Bolt, you will see the LB logo in the dropdown menu next to the schedule name. If you need to 
make changes, simply click any event in the calendar to edit the schedule in the Lightning Bolt app.
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Integrate PerfectServe with Other Mobile Apps

Optimize clinician workflows by integrating PerfectServe Practitioner with other clinical apps such as EMRs, 
on-call scheduling tools, clinical alarm apps, imaging tools, or health system apps developed in-house.You
now can launch PerfectServe Practitioner from external apps in the following ways.

Open Practitioner and let the user select any Contact in the directory

pservemobileprod://contact

Open Practitioner and present the list of Groups (ED Service Lines, Code Teams, etc.)

pservemobileprod://contact/group

Open Practitioner and start a discussion with a specific PerfectServe user

pservemobileprod://message/<Recipient’s Mobile Phone Number>
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New User Onboarding

New PerfectServe users accessing the Practitioner app for the first time can view a quick tour of how to get 
the most out of PerfectServe. Helpful tips include how to:

• Contact a colleague

• Update your on-call schedule

• Make yourself unavailable

• Get help 


